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Abstract We report enhanced sensitivity NMR measure-

ments of intrinsically disordered proteins in the presence of

paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) agents such as

Ni2?-chelated DO2A. In proton-detected 1H-15N SOFAST-

HMQC and carbon-detected (H-flip)13CO-15N experiments,

faster longitudinal relaxation enables the usage of even

shorter interscan delays. This results in higher NMR signal

intensities per units of experimental time, without adverse

line broadening effects. At 40 mmol�L-1 of the PRE agent,

we obtain a 1.7- to 1.9-fold larger signal to noise (S/N) for the

respective 2D NMR experiments. High solvent accessibility

of intrinsically disordered protein (IDP) residues renders this

class of proteins particularly amenable to the outlined

approach.
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Introduction

Over the past years, a number of fast two-dimensional

methods that exploit short longitudinal relaxation have

been reported for proton and carbon-detected NMR

experiments (Felli and Brutscher 2009; Bermel et al. 2009;

Schanda 2009; Farjon et al. 2009). These methods are

especially well-suited for situations in which protein con-

centrations are limited, when fast, time-resolved NMR

readouts are desired, or when unfavorable chemical

exchange properties hamper NMR detection (Liokatis et al.

2010; Dose et al. 2011; Bertini et al. 2011; Ito and Selenko

2010). They collectively take advantage of selective exci-

tation pulses and thereby ensure that a protein’s relaxation

behavior is governed by its longitudinal relaxation rate (1/

T1), which is typically one order of magnitude larger than

that of water. Faster recovery of equilibrium magnetization

permits shorter recycling delays and conversely faster

sampling rates, which give rise to higher NMR signal

intensities per unit of experimental time.

Following this rationale, we reasoned that compounds

that further enhanced protein T1 relaxation should offer the

possibility of even greater time-savings, by permitting yet

shorter recycling delays, thereby enabling NMR recordings

of higher sensitivity in the same amount of experimental

time. Here, transition metals that induce paramagnetic

relaxation enhancement (PRE) have been shown to be

particularly useful. ‘Signal-enhancing’ PRE effects have

been exploited in solid (Wickramasinghe et al. 2009;

Linser et al. 2007; Nadaud et al. 2009; Yamamoto et al.

2010), and solution-state NMR studies (Cai et al. 2006;

Eletsky et al. 2003; Takeuchi et al. 2010a, b, c; Hiller et al.

2005; Otting and Liepinsh 1995). Could metal PREs also

prove useful in fast longitudinal relaxation-optimized

NMR experiments that already exhibit protein T1 times of

less than half a second? PRE compounds that contain

chelated Gd3? or Mn2?, at concentrations of *5 mM have

been shown to yield T1 times in that range, but higher

amounts of these agents induce severe line broadening

due to concomitant increases in transverse relaxation rates
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(Cai et al. 2006; Eletsky et al. 2003; Hiller et al. 2005).

Chelated Ni2?, or Co2? were thought to be better suited for

the desired effect i.e. to further decrease T1 without

affecting T2, because of their electronic relaxation times in

the range of Te * 10-10 s (Bertini et al. 1996; Cai et al.

2006), which is much shorter than the average correlation

times (Tc) of proteins. When Ni2?, or Co2? are prevented

from direct interactions with the proteins under investiga-

tion by ‘chelating’ them in inert organic compound cages

for example, it should be possible to productively exploit

paramagnetic relaxation enhancements in combination

with fast NMR methods. Furthermore, we reasoned that in

order for the envisaged PRE effect to enhance protein

NMR signals in a uniform manner, most protein residues

were to be solvent exposed and PRE compound accessible.

Clearly, this is not the case in folded proteins, or folded

protein domains. Therefore, intrinsically disordered pro-

teins (IDPs), proteins that lack secondary/tertiary structure

and a buried hydrophobic core (Uversky et al. 2008), were

deemed ideal targets for the outlined approach.

In the following, we report 2D 1H-15N SOFAST-HMQC

and 2D (H-flip)13CO-15N NMR experiments (Schanda et al.

2005; Bermel et al. 2009) in the presence of Ni2? coordi-

nated 1,4,7,10-Tetraazacyclododecane-1,7-bis(acetate)

(DO2A2-). Human alpha synuclein (AS), a 140-residue

model IDP, and the disordered first 33 residues of histone H3

(H3 aa 1-33) function as target proteins. DO2A was chosen

because of its ability to bind transition metals at subfemto-

molar affinity (Chang et al. 1999) and because the resulting

metal-DO2A complexes are charge neutral (Suppl. Fig. 1).

Our results demonstrate that the use of Ni-DO2A accelerated

protein T1 relaxation in the above NMR experiments, which

produced higher NMR signal intensities per units of exper-

imental time. In the presence of 40 mM Ni-DO2A NMR

signals were enhanced *2.5-fold in 1D 1H-15N SOFAST-

HMQC experiments, and*1.9-fold in 1D (H-flip)13CO-15N

experiments at 750 MHz (17.6 T). Signal enhancements in

the respective 2D NMR experiments were *1.9-fold for the
1H-15N SOFAST-HMQC sequence and *1.7-fold for the

(H-flip)13CO-15N pulse program.

Materials and methods

Isotope labeled protein production

Histone H3 (aa1-33) was recombinantly produced as pre-

viously described (Liokatis et al. 2010). Human wild-type

AS was expressed from a pT7-7 plasmid in E. coli BL21

(DE3) Express after over night induction (1 mM IPTG) at

303 K and an OD600 of 0.6. The recombinant protein was

purified to homogeneity following the protocol by Hoyer

et al. (2002).

Ni-DO2A production

DO2A (1,4,7,10-Tetraazacyclododecane-1,7-bis(acetic

acid)) was purchased from Chematech (Dijon, France) in the

form of a lyophilized powder (DO2A, 2HCl). Nickel(II)-

sulfate-hexahydrate was purchased from Roth GmbH,

Cobalt(II)-chlorid-hexahydrate from Applichem. PRE

complexes were obtained by mixing stoichiometric amounts

of DO2A and metal-ions at concentrations of about

1 mol�L-1. Addition of NaOH was necessary to achieve a

neutral pH, which coincided with a color change from blue

to purple for Ni2? and from purple to red for Co2?. Salt

(Na?, Cl-, SO4
2?) and excess metal removal was achieved

via a Dowex Retardion 11A8 ion-exchange column, pur-

chased from Sigma-Aldrich. Two to three passages, each of

them followed by a lyophilization- and dissolving step were

employed to yield Ni-DO2A concentrations between 0.5 and

1 mol�L-1. The final concentration of the metal-ion DO2A

stock solution was adjusted to 0.5 mol�L-1.

NMR spectroscopy

All NMR spectra were recorded with 3 mm diameter

Shigemi tubes, on a 750 MHz Bruker Avance spectrome-

ter, equipped with a cryogenically cooled triple resonance
1H{13C/15N} TCI probe. For all quantitative analyses-, in

order to ensure optimal S/N and to enable fast NMR

measurements of the individual data points-, NMR exper-

iments were carried out at protein concentrations of

250 lM for AS, or at 1 mM for H3. AS was measured in

40 mM sodium phosphate, 150 mM NaCl buffer at pH 6.4.

H3 was measured in 40 mM sodium phosphate, 150 mM

NaCl buffer at pH 6.8. Ni-DO2A was added to final con-

centrations of 10, 20, and 40 mM. All sample volumes

were 150 lL. pH changes were checked after every

experiment and found to be less than 0.02 pH units. 1D and

2D 1H-15N SOFAST-HMQC experiments (Schanda et al.

2005) were recorded at 283 and 303 K. 1D NMR spectra

were recorded with 128 scans and the indicated interscan

delays. 2D NMR spectra were performed with 16 scans,

1,024 complex points for a sweep width of 16.6 ppm for

the 1H dimension (zero-filling to 4,096 points), with 512

complex points for the 15N dimension (t1) and a sweep

width of 28 ppm (zero-filling to 1,024 points), and an

acquisition time of 42 ms, using an interscan delay of

30 ms. A proton 90� polychromatic PC9 pulse of 2,400 ls

and a REBURP 180� pulse of 1,600 ls were employed. A

refocusing carbon pulse was used in the middle of the

HMQC scheme. 15N-decoupling during the acquisition

period was achieved with the Waltz-16 sequence at

1.25 kHz (Shaka et al. 1983). 13C-15N (H-flip)CON

experiments (Bermel et al. 2009) were recorded at 283 and

303 K, with 512 scans and the indicated interscan delays
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for 1D NMR spectra. 2D NMR experiments were recorded

with 64 scans, 1,024 complex points and a sweep width of

32 ppm for the direct 13C dimension. 128 increments

(resulting from 256 IPAP increments) and a sweep width of

28 ppm for the 15N dimension, an acquisition time of

82 ms and an interscan delay of 130 ms were used. Q5 and

Q3 gaussian cascades (Emsley and Bodenhausen 1992)

were employed for the 13C pulses; 90� Q5 pulses of 860 ls

for Ca and of 274 ls for alkyl or carbonyl carbons, and

180� Q3 pulses of 220 ls for alkyl or carbonyl carbons. Ca
and alkyl selective pulses were centered at 52 ppm, CO

selective pulses were centered at 176 ppm.

To obtain residue-resolved enhancement plots (I/I0),

amide envelope integrals of the 1D NMR spectra, and peak

heights of non-overlapped 2D NMR signals in 1H-15N

SOFAST-HMQC and (H-flip)13CO-15N experiments were

compared in the absence (I0) and presence (I) of Ni-DO2A.

All data were processed and analyzed in Topspin 2 (Bru-

ker) and iNMR 3.6.3. 2D NMR spectra were analyzed in

Sparky (Goddard and Kneller, UCSF). Curves were fitted

and plotted using GraphPad Prism 5.0.

Results

Ni-DO2A PRE effects in 1D NMR experiments

To test the overall feasibility of the presented approach, we

performed initial one-dimensional (1D) 1H-15N SOFAST-

HMQC experiments on either 15N-13C-, or 15N-labeled

recombinant AS in the presence of increasing amounts (10–

40 mM) of Ni-DO2A. All of the experimentally obtained

results were identical for the two differently labeled ver-

sions of the protein. Overall NMR signal intensities were

calculated by integration of the complete ‘amide envelope’

of the corresponding 1D traces at different recycling delays.

Signal intensities were measured at 283 and 303 K (pH 6.4)

to sample different proton exchange regimes, as well as to

assess temperature-dependent changes in the protein’s

correlation time. Recovery of equilibrium magnetization

was progressively accelerated with increasing amounts of

the PRE compound at both 283 and 303 K. We delineated

an apparent recovery time (T1* in seconds, Table 1) that

was fitted to the respective buildup curves (Fig. 1a), using

the following equation:

IðtscanÞ ¼ I0 � 1� exp � tscan � trf

T�1

� �� �
ð1Þ

with

tscan � trf ¼ tacq þ tdelay ¼ trec ð2Þ

where tscan denotes the total length of one scan, trf is the

length of the pulse sequence, trec is the magnetization

recovery time between consecutive pulse trains, tacq is the

acquisition period and tdelay is the delay between individual

scans. For the 1H-15N SOFAST-HMQC pulse sequence,

T1* of AS in the presence of increasing amounts of

Ni-DO2A approximated a T1*min value (shortest T1*) of

*70 ms. Overall, enhanced spin–lattice relaxation

increased the efficiency of the 1H-15N SOFAST-HMQC

pulse sequence in terms of sensitivity, when defined as the

total signal intensity per unit of experimental time

(Fig. 1b). At 40 mM Ni-DO2A, overall sensitivity was

enhanced 2.5-fold (283 K) or 1.8-fold (303 K), when

compared to the reference NMR experiment in the absence

of the PRE compound (set to 1). At Ni-DO2A concentra-

tions above 40 mM, no further signal enhancements were

detected. In fact, greater T2 relaxation resulted in an overall

reduction of NMR signal intensities (Suppl. Fig. 2).

T1* was shorter at 303 K than at 283 K, which was

likely caused by the different amide proton/water chemical

exchange regimes at these temperatures. Indeed, water

magnetization is maintained along ?z during the 1H-15N

SOFAST-HMQC experiment (Suppl. Fig. 3). This residual

water magnetization is employed as an effective magneti-

zation reservoir for those amide protons that readily

exchange with water during the recovery time. Thus, the

initial magnetization that is available for any given amide

proton population at the beginning of each scan Mz
b,eq is

given by:

Table 1 T1* (in seconds) from fitting of progress curves I(tscan)

[Ni-DO2A]

(mmol�L-1)

1H-15N SOFAST-HMQC (H-flip)13CO-15N

AS H3 aa1-33 AS H3 aa1-33

283 K 303 K 283 K 303 K 283 K 303 K 283 K 303 K

0 0.28 0.15 0.14 0.07 0.22 0.24 0.20 0.21

10 0.17 0.10 0.09 0.04 0.14 0.15 0.13 0.13

20 0.13 0.08 0.07 0.03 0.10 0.11 0.09 0.10

40 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.03 0.08 0.09 0.07 0.08

Errors were calculated from two independent experiments after curve fitting. The average error is *10% for every T1*
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Mb;eq
z / M0

� 1� exp �trec �
1

T1;selectHN

þ 1

Tex;wat�HN

� �� �� �

ð3Þ

where M0 is the thermal equilibrium magnetization, T1,se-

lectHN is the longitudinal relaxation time of the residue-

specific amide proton in the 1H-15N SOFAST-HMQC

experiment, and Tex,wat–HN is the characteristic water/amide

proton chemical exchange time. Clearly, Tex,wat–HN is dif-

ferent for different protein residues, which makes it difficult

to achieve a satisfying global fit with 1D spectra only. The

important point to stress is that low Tex,wat–HN, due to high

temperature or high pH, reduces the benefit of Ni-DO2A on

T1*, even if its’ effect on T1,selectHN is rather constant.

Equation (3) is similar to relations reported by Schanda

(2009), for a flip angle of 90� that we employed in our

experiments. For IDPs, the use of different Ernst angles

was found to be of little advantage even at short tscan times.

As a matter of fact, flip angles other than 90� resulted in an

overall loss of sensitivity at tscan times greater than 70 ms

at 303 K (Suppl. Fig. 4).

Separation of T1* into purely longitudinal relaxation and

water-amide exchange-terms was more straightforward in

case of the second protein that we employed in our study, the

N-terminus of histone H3. At 303 K and at pH 6.8, prominent

chemical exchange behavior of many peptide residues

dominated the spin–lattice relaxation rate. Therefore,

NMR signal enhancements at increasing concentrations of

Ni-DO2A were less pronounced than for AS (Fig. 1c). At

40 mM of Ni-DO2A, 1.9-fold (283 K) and 1.8-fold (303 K)

enhancements were obtained (Fig. 1d). In analogy to AS,

these numbers were smaller at higher temperatures. In

summary, addition of Ni-DO2A (40 mM) to different IDP

samples enabled sensitivity increases up to 2.5-fold in
1H-15N SOFAST-HMQC experiments. For proteins that

exhibited fast amide proton/water exchange behaviors, the

obtained signal enhancements were generally lower.

Next, we extended our analyses to (H-flip)13CO-15N

carbon-detected NMR experiments. Only non-exchange-

able nuclei (Ha, Ca, CO, N) are manipulated in this pulse

sequence so that no chemical exchange effects are

encountered. Similar NMR signal enhancements with

increasing amounts of Ni-DO2A were experimentally

determined at different temperatures (Fig. 2a, b). For the

(H-flip)13CO-15N pulse sequence, T1* of AS, at 40 mM of

Ni-DO2A resulted in a T1*min of *70 ms. Maximum

signal intensities were reached at a tscan time of about

250 ms (Fig. 2b). Overall, sensitivity was enhanced *1.9-

fold at both 283 and 303 K. Similar results were obtained

for the H3 peptide (Fig. 2c, d), which confirmed that the

observed Ni-DO2A effects were rather independent of IDP

size and flexibility.

Ni-DO2A PRE effects in 2D NMR experiments

Our main objective was to obtain similar signal enhance-

ments in two-dimensional (2D) versions of the above NMR

experiments. Initially, we recorded 2D 1H-15N SOFAST-

HMQC spectra of AS at 283 and 303 K, with average tscan
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Fig. 1 Ni-DO2A mediated signal enhancements in proton-detected

1D NMR experiments. Curves on top represent absolute signal

intensities determined from 1D 1H-15N SOFAST-HMQC experiments

on (a) alpha-synuclein (AS) or (c) histone H3. The integral of the

complete ‘amide envelope’ is plotted as a function of scan time (tscan).

Ni-DO2A concentrations were 0 mM (black), 10 mM (blue), 20 mM

(purple) and 40 mM (red). Data for 283 and 303 K are shown.

Bottom curves (b) and (d) display the same data as ‘NMR signal

intensities per unit of experimental time (Int/tscan)’ against the total

scan time. The highest measured signal intensity in the absence of

PRE compound was set to 1. All other signal intensities were

determined with respect to this normalized intensity. Each curve was

fitted to (1), except for H3 at 0 mM Ni-DO2A and 303 K, for which

two T1* values were employed
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times of 115 ms. A fully resolved 2D NMR spectrum of

AS, at 40 mM of Ni-DO2A, revealed uniform signal

enhancements that ranged from 1.5- to 2.3-fold at 283 K

(Fig. 3a). Average signal intensities were 1.9-fold larger

and average AS linewidths in the proton dimension

increased from 34 to 38 Hz (40 mM Ni-DO2A) at 283 K.

At 303 K, NMR signal intensities were 1.45-fold larger

(Fig. 3b). In the presence of 40 mM Ni-DO2A, NMR

linewidths in the proton dimension increased from 38 to

39 Hz (Fig. 3), while they increased from 6.5 to 8 Hz, on

average, in the indirect 15N dimension (data not shown).

Thus, overall spectral resolution was only slightly affected

by the presence of the PRE agent (Figs. 3, 4a).

Next, we recorded 13C-detected 2D (H-flip)13CO-15N

experiments on AS at 303 K with an average tscan of

330 ms (Fig. 3c). Residue specific enhancements in the

presence of 40 mM of Ni-DO2A were 1.3- to 2.0-fold for

this experiment, with an average enhancement factor of

1.7. In the 13C-detected NMR experiments, the carbon

linewidths (*18 Hz) were insensitive to the presence of

the PRE agent (Figs. 3c, 4b).

Higher NMR signal intensities in the presence of Ni-

DO2A may alternatively be used to record more points in

indirect dimensions within in the same amount of experi-

mental time, i.e. to increase spectral resolution. As an

example, we measured 2D 1H-15N SOFAST-HMQC

experiments of AS in the absence of PRE agent with 64

scans and 176 complex points in the indirect dimension

(digital resolution *12 Hz, zero filling to 1 Hz, Fig. 5a)

and in the presence of 40 mM Ni-DO2A with 16 scans and

512 complex points (digital resolution *4 Hz, zero filling

to 1 Hz, Fig. 5b). Both experiments required the same

amounts of experimental time and yielded identical signal

to noise ratios. However, the presence of the PRE agent

enabled recordings of much higher spectral resolution.

Similar results were obtained for the H3 sample. At 40 mM

Ni-DO2A, average signal enhancements were 1.3-fold at

both temperatures for the 1H-15N SOFAST-HMQC exper-

iments, and 1.7-fold for the (H-flip)13CO-15N experiment

(Suppl. Fig. 5).

To investigate whether certain amino acids of AS

responded differently to the employed PRE agent, we

sorted the observed enhancements by residue type (Suppl.

Fig. 6). Protein amino acids were divided into two groups

according to their NH-water exchange properties (i.e. fast

and slow). This classification was based on ‘primary’

amide exchange behaviors of amino acids in random coil

conformations (Bai et al. 1993). At higher temperatures-,

and employing the 1H-15N SOFAST-HMQC pulse

sequence-, these two classes of amino acids were clearly

distinguishable. Residues with low Tex,wat–HN benefited

less from shorter T1,selectHN. At 283 K, i.e. in a slower

NH-water exchange time regime, no amino acid dis-

played pronounced deviations from the observed effect.

This was also the case for all temperatures of the (H-

flip)13CO-15N experiments, for which only non-

exchangeable proton magnetization is used. These results

are consistent with the notion that IDPs generally display

homogeneous solvent accessibilities of most of their

residues.
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Fig. 2 Ni-DO2A mediated signal enhancements in carbon-detected

1D NMR experiments. Curves on top represent absolute signal

intensities determined from 1D (H-flip)13CO/15N experiments on

(a) AS or (c) histone H3. The integral of the complete ‘carbonyl

envelope’ is plotted as a function of scan time (tscan). Ni-DO2A

concentrations were 0 mM (black), 10 mM (blue), 20 mM (purple)

and 40 mM (red). Data for 283 and 303 K are shown. Bottom curves

(b) and (d) display the same data as ‘NMR signal intensities per unit

of experimental time (Int/tscan)’ against the total scan time. The

highest measured signal intensity in the absence of PRE compound

was set to 1. All other signal intensities were determined with respect

to this normalized intensity
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In summary, addition of 40 mM Ni-DO2A to either a

large, or a small IDP enabled enhanced sensitivity mea-

surements of proton- and carbon-detected NMR experi-

ments, without disadvantageous line-broadening effects, or

chemical shift displacements (Fig. 4). With the outlined

experimental setups, high resolution 2D 1H-15N SOFAST-

HMQC and (H-flip)13CO-15N NMR spectra of 80 lL AS at

5 lM, or at 125 lM, respectively, were recorded in less

than 1 hour (3 mm tube).

Discussion

Potential benefits from chemical exchange-mediated water

relaxation enhancements on protein amide signals have

previously been reported for folded proteins (Hiller et al.

2005; Cai et al. 2006). Cai et al. rationalized that these PRE

effects could lead to larger sensitivity enhancements in

terminal-, or loop region residues, as compared to buried

amino acids in the protein core. Here, we demonstrate that

these considerations are valid for fast two-dimensional

NMR methods and intrinsically disordered proteins. Dif-

ferent T1*s at different pH settings and temperatures were

obtained with 1H-15N SOFAST-HMQC sequences in the

absence of the PRE compound. Water/amide proton

exchange rates are accelerated at higher temperatures and

higher pH, which allows faster amide magnetization

recoveries because bulk solvent magnetization is ‘stored’

along ?z during the pulse sequence. Fast exchanging amide

protons recovered their longitudinal magnetization more

rapidly than slow exchanging protons so that only the latter

‘benefited’ from longer interscan delays (Fig. 1c). This

explains the low initial T1* value of the H3 peptide at higher

temperature. Here, further enhancement of longitudinal

relaxation by action of Ni-DO2A had less of an effect,

because magnetization recovery was already very efficient.

Similarly, Ni-DO2A-mediated sensitivity enhancement for

AS decreases from 1.9-fold to 1.45-fold, on average, in the

respective 2D NMR experiments at higher temperatures. No

such dependencies were observed in the (H-flip)13CO-15N

experiments, because they do not manipulate exchangeable

protons. Here, sensitivity enhancements were 1.7-fold for

AS and 1.7-fold for H3, independent of temperature and pH.

In fact, SOFAST-HMQC experiments were generally better

suited for fast IDP NMR measurements than HSQC-type

pulse sequences (Suppl. Fig. 7). This notion held true for

settings in which Ni-DO2A was present, or absent.

A possible matter of concern is paramagnetic metal

leakage from the DO2A cage and a concomitant ‘direct’

PRE effect on the measured proteins. In response, we argue

that AS is especially well suited to rule out any such

behavior because the protein is known to bind to different

divalent metals (Rasia et al. 2005; Binolfi et al. 2006, 2008,

2011). Free Ni2? ions in particular have AS dissociation

constants in the range of 1 mM (Binolfi et al. 2006) and

metal binding has been shown to result in characteristic

chemical shift displacements, or in site-specific line

broadening. None of these effects were observed in our

NMR experiments, even at the highest PRE concentrations

tested (i.e. 40 mM) (Fig. 4). To avoid trace amounts of free

metals in the respective PRE agent, the ‘metal-loaded’

DO2A compound was purified twice over a metal retar-

dation column and a third passage was employed imme-

diately before the actual NMR experiments to exclude

metal leakage due to compound aging during the storage

process. We also performed analogous experiments with

Co2?-loaded DO2A and AS and obtained nearly identical

NMR signal enhancement effects (data not shown). This

agrees well with the comparable electron-spin relaxation
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Fig. 3 Residue-resolved enhancement analysis for proton- and

carbon-detected 2D NMR experiments. NMR signal enhancements

in 2D 1H-15N SOFAST-HMQC NMR experiments on AS at 283 K

(a) and 303 K (b) as determined by resonance cross-peak intensity

measurements are shown on the left. Ni-DO2A concentrations were

10 mM (blue), 20 mM (purple) and 40 mM (red). NMR signals in the

absence of Ni-DO2A were set to 1. All other intensities were

determined relative to this value. (c) NMR signal enhancements in 2D

(H-flip)13CO/15N NMR experiments on AS at 303 K. Linewidths in

the direct dimension (1H for 1H-15N SOFAST-HMQC and 13C for (H-

flip)13CO-15N) of well-separated cross-peaks at 0 mM (black) and

40 mM (red) Ni-DO2A were determined and are shown on the right.

Two independent measurements produced an average error of less

than 5%
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times of both metals (10-11 - 10-13 s) (Bertini et al.

1996) and suggests that Ni2? and Co2? may be inter-

changeably used for the respective NMR experiments. In

our hands, desalting of Co-DO2A species generated from

CoCl2–6H2O was less efficient than desalting Ni-DO2A

obtained from NiSO4–6H2O. Hence, we resorted to the

preferred usage of Ni-DO2A for merely practical reasons.

In conclusion, the results presented here demonstrate

that caged Ni2? or Co2? can be used for improved sensi-

tivity measurements using fast NMR methods. Our exper-

imental results suggest that IDPs might represent molecular

targets that are particularly amenable to the outlined

approach. The observed enhancements are expected to be

of similar sizes-, or even slightly larger-, at higher mag-

netic field strengths, because of the modestly lower lon-

gitudinal relaxation rates, especially when selective amide

proton excitation pulses are used (Schanda 2009). The

usage of such PREs is particularly beneficial for time-

resolved NMR studies of ‘fast’ reaction processes-,

such as the establishment of post-translational protein

modifications, i.e. when low sample concentrations and

quick readout schemes are required. Alternatively, this

method may be employed in situations where protein

amounts, or NMR measurement times are limited, or when

higher spectral resolution in indirect dimensions is desired.

At 17.6 T (750 MHz) and on a 5 mm cryogenically cooled

TCI probe with 3 mm Shigemi sample tubes and in the

presence of 30 mM Ni-DO2A, we routinely record ‘full’

2D heteronuclear 1H-15N SOFAST-HMQC experiments at

5–10 lM sample concentrations (*1 nmol in 100 lL) in

less than 1 h. For 13C-detected 2D correlations using the

(H-flip)13CO-15N pulse sequence, 10 nmol of protein

material (125 lM in 80 lL) is sufficient to obtain similar

results. On a cryogenically cooled probe that is optimized

for direct 13C detection, a 3-times better overall signal to

noise was achieved (Felli and Pierattelli, personal com-

munication). In combination with the outlined PRE

scheme, this may well push the limits of 13C-detected

experiments into the low micromolar concentration range

of biomolecular NMR measurements.
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Fig. 4 Signal enhancements in

proton- and carbon-detected 2D

NMR experiments. (a) Overlay

of 1H-15N SOFAST-HMQC

spectra of AS (283 K) at 0 mM

(black) and 40 mM (red) Ni-

DO2A, plotted at identical

contour levels. NMR signal

enhancements are readily

visible. A random set of

strongly enhanced residues is

labeled. No chemical shift

differences in the presence of

Ni-DO2A are observed.

(b) Overlay of (H-flip)13CO-15N

spectra of AS (303 K) at 0 mM

(black) and 40 mM (red)

Ni-DO2A, plotted at identical

contour levels
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